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idation of quantitative properties. QoS statements may specify constraints ontiming, availability, security, and resource utilization. However, we will onlyaddress the speci�cation of timing based QoS constraints.Multimedia applications are characterized by the presence of QoS require-ments for resolution, tolerable jitter, delays etc. With multimediaapplications,correctness and semantics of the application depends heavily on the timelinessof the interactions among di�erent system components. We focus on timingbased QoS requirements and their speci�cation in the actor model. Considerthe following timing-based QoS properties:� End-to-end Delay (EED): represents the sum total of the delays expe-rienced between the service-provider and end-user . Simplistically, it canbe stated as the di�erence in time between the sending of a message at theserver sv (tsvsend) and arrival of a message at a client cl (tclarr) , assumingthat the sender and receiver clocks are synchronized.EED = tclarr � tsvsend (1)� Jitter: quanti�es the perceived deviation from expected bit-rate, and mea-sures the expected inter-arrival times of the frames in a stream. It is de�nedas the variation in delays experienced by two consecutive packets of a ses-sion transmitted across a network. Violation of jitter bounds portrays itselfas ickering video, distorted audio, blanks and frozen images. The jitter |iis de�ned as|i = (�i � �i�1) (2)where �i is the di�erence between arrival times of packets i and i+1; �i�1is the di�erence between arrival times of packet i � 1 and i.� Synchronization Skew: quanti�es the skew i.e. the di�erence in arrivalrates between 2 multimedia streams, for example audio and video. Let ti;aand ti;v be time points of two packets from di�erent media which shouldbe synchronized in the same time interval. The synchronization skew � isde�ned as:� = ti;a � ti;v (3)For acceptable QoS in a distributed multimedia system, these parametersare bounded.



1.1 Actors and MultimediaA drawback with the traditional method of QoS speci�cation is that thespeci�cation of QoS requirements is intermixed with the service speci�ca-tion [6, 7]. While the correctness of program execution, e.g. data delivery,relies on meeting the QoS requirements, merging the speci�cations resultsin loss of modularity and complicates the correctness validation process. Ingeneral, models and methodologies that have been developed for sequentialprogramming are inadequate for creating correct distributed applications: tosimplify distributed programming, a model of concurrent computation thatprovides facilities for the modular speci�cation of distributed interactive ap-plications is needed.The Actor model of computation [1] has a built-in notion of encapsulationand interaction, and thus it is a natural model to use as a basis for interactiveapplications. Actors can be viewed as a model of coordination between au-tonomous interacting components. Actors can be dynamically created. Theycommunicate via message passing which is asynchronous and fair. The com-munication topology of an actor system is called the acquaintance relation andcan change dynamically. Semantics of actor interactions are relatively well un-derstood and reasoning about systems of actors has be formalized [2, 11].Specifying QoS in the Actor based model is essentially a problem of speci-fying coordination constraints between distributed objects. Synchronizers [5]allow us to express these coordination constraints, i.e. local synchronizationconstraints or multi-actor coordination constraints [4]. Synchronizers allow usto qualitatively control the semantics of message delivery. Earlier work sepa-rates real-time constraints from the computational aspects of an application;real-time constraints are described by synchronization code between the in-terfaces of objects [9]. Objects in this system are de�ned using a real-timevariant of the Actor model. A high-level programming language constructcalled RTsynchronizer, speci�es a collection of temporal constraints betweenactors. This approach helps separate what an object does from when it doesit and facilitates the ability to dynamically modify real-time constraints.1.2 QoS SynchronizersThe structure of a uni�ed system is depicted in Figure 1. We can visualize MMapplications as a collection of autonomous, concurrent information processingactors called media-actors involved in a multimedia session.A session consists of a set of media-actors that interact with each otherto achieve some common goal, e.g. a video-on-demand session or a multi-media conferencing session. To incorporate the notion of a session in ourmodel, we propose a special entity called the QoS synchronizer that managesQoS constraints and speci�cations, and veri�es invariants between a group of
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Q3=H(g,h,i)Figure 1 Separation of concerns - QoS requirements speci�ed by system levelQoS actors and application functionality encapsulated in media-actors.media-actors. QoS synchronizers are special actors with QoS attributes, e.g.synchronization or timing-related information. Using the concept of QoS Syn-chronizers permits the modularization of QoS requirements and encouragesseparation of concerns. By specifying program behavior and QoS constraintsseparately, we reason about program and system correctness independent ofthe constraints. We can also separately reason about the validity and satis�-ability of the QoS constraints, then embed the QoS constraints in the systemin a modular way and reason about the composite correctness. Independentlyspecifying the QoS constraints and the service gives us the ability to modifyone without impacting the other. A QoS synchronizer can observe transitionson the set of media-actors it controls. It cannot send messages to or receivemessages from media-actors but can a�ect their execution.In general, a multimedia session consists of� a collection of actors (media-actors) that are involved in that session (com-ponents at the server and client ends),� a session synchronizer that holds and enforces QoS constraints betweenmedia-actors in a session.� a notion of time that is uniform among media-actors of that session.For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there is only one ongoing sessionin the system at a time. In a system with multiple sessions, we need to addressthe issue of satisfying QoS constraints for each session. For this, we propose anagent called the QoS broker [8] that acts as a coordinator for all the ongoingsessions and performs admission control for new incoming sessions. Designcriteria for an actor-based QoS broker, its components and interactions in adistributed multimedia environment is beyond the scope of this paper and isa future area of research [12].



We de�ne a QoS Synchronizer QosSync encoded in RTsynchronizer syn-tax to express timing-based QoS requirements by an example illustrated inFigure 2. An RTsynchronizer speci�cation consists of� a declaration of state variables which may be changed by observing certainevents on the controlled media-actors;� a set of constraints that need to be enforced; and� rules for state change.In this example, we consider a multimedia session with 2 streams of informa-tion. The streams have the following QoS requirements: (1) Jitter less thanmaxJitter (2) End-to-end delay EED less than maxEED; (3) Interstream syn-chronization skew less than maxSkew. These constraint values may be passedin as parameters to the RTsynchronizer, for example, the desired synchroniza-tion skew may be 80 milliseconds.The group of media-actors which QosSync controls are speci�ed in the for-mals. As shown in Figure 2, the Declare section de�nes and initializes thelocal state variables, such as the array indices, ind1, ind2, arrival timesarrtime1, arrtime2, etc.. The Constrain section speci�es a set of QoSconstraints, which is of the form condition : action. The statements inthe Constrain section ensure that messages for which EED >= maxEED orjitter >= maxJitter or skew >= maxSkew are never delivered. This in�nitedelay is speci�ed by the timing condition (inf, inf) and is logically equiv-alent to dropping the packet. We will further explain this notation and itsformal semantics in Section 2.2.TheUpdate section de�nes how the QosSync changes its state upon observ-ing certain events which are de�ned by message patterns. Here, stream1ptrnis the pattern that identi�es the stream corresponding to mediaActor1 (e.g.a videostream) and stream2ptrn is the pattern that identi�es the streamcorresponding to mediaActor2 (e.g. the associated audiostream).When a packet arrives at one of the media-actors, local state variables areupdated, e.g., arrtime1 is updated to be the current time. The last state-ment indicates that under any condition, skew is de�ned as arrtime1[i] -arrtime2[i], the di�erence in arrival time between two packets correspondingto the two di�erent streams, speci�ed as true:arrtime1[i] - arrtime2[i].Structures describing the RTsynchronizer, the distribution of state informa-tion between an RTsynchronizer and its domain of control and strategies formaintaining interobject consistency are described in [10].2 FORMALIZING MM SESSIONSThe basic Actor model captures the fundamental properties of general pur-pose distributed computing in which only logical time is concerned. Individ-



RTsynchronizer QoSSync( actor: Mediaactor1, Mediaactor2;real: maxEED, maxJitter, maxSkew) fDeclareint count;int ind = ind1 = ind2 = 0; /* array indices */real arrtime1= arrtime2 = 0;.../* declaration of other local variables */Constraintrue:((*,*),(msg),(EED >= maxEED))(inf,inf);/* DropPacket if EED requirement is not satisfied */true:((*,*),(msg),(jitter >= maxJitter))(inf,inf);/* DropPacket if Jitter requirement is not satisfied */true:((*,*),(msg),(skew >= maxSkew))(inf,inf);/* DropPacket if skew requirement is not satisfied */Updatestream1ptrn: /* stream corresponding to Mediaactor1 */arrtime1[ind1++] = currentTime;sendtime1[ind1++] = sendTime;/** defining End-to-end delay */EED1[ind1] = sendtime1[ind1] - arrtime1[ind1];/** defining jitter */if (time11 == NULL) time11 = currentTime;else if (time12 == NULL) time12 = currentTime;else if (time13 == NULL)f time13 = currentTime;delta11 = time12 - time11;delta12 = time13 - time12;jitter1 = mod(delta12-delta11);time11 = time12; time12 = time13; time13 = NULL;gstream2ptrn: /* stream corresponding to Mediaactor2 *//* code similar to stream1 */true: /* defining sync skew between stream1 and stream2 */skew = mod(arrtime1[ind]-arrtime2[ind]);Figure 2 Declaring a QoS Service using RTsynchronizer



ual objects are constrained only by the computational causal order. However,in distributed multimedia systems, in addition to computational causal orderthat ensures the computational correctness, quantitative precedence orderingsamong di�erent (possibly independent) computing units have to be enforcedin order to achieve the QoS requirements. Extensions to the actor model, e.g.RTsynchronizers, allow us to specify time related QoS constraints modularlyand verify the correctness of constraint satisfaction. In this section, we �rststate the semantics of RTsynchronizer. We then apply these semantics to asession-based multimedia system and provide a mapping for the semantic con-structs. Finally, we informally reason about the correctness of this mapping.2.1 RTsynchronizer SemanticsRTsynchronizer semantics is based on the ART model, which is an extensionof the Actor model. The ART model takes the quantitative real-time aspectinto consideration. In particular, statically speci�ed constraints (which areencapsulated by RTsynchronizers), and dynamically created expectation in-stances on message invocations become the new basic integral components ofART systems con�guration.RTsynchronizers are special actors which may be in one of the followingtwo di�erent states: rs ::= 
 unenforcedj (s) enforced with state sFigure 3 Two Possible RTsynchronizer StatesUnlike ordinary computational actors, RTsynchronizers may not send or re-ceive messages. The functionality of RTsynchronizers is to impose timing con-straints on message invocations. An RTsynchronizer's control may be turnedo� by an actor performing unenforce operation. Thereafter, the RTsynchro-nizer reaches unenforced state 
. Before a message is invoked at its targetactor, the controlling RTsynchronizer must evaluate the validity of invocationof the message. The state in which RTsynchronizers evaluate the constraints cis called evaluating state and denoted as (s). Another component in an ARTsystem con�guration is the expectation instance set (&), which is a collectionof expectation instances. An expectation instance is de�ned as follows:De�nition 1 (Expectation Instance)The structured unit s : p . � is called an expectation instance, where p isa message pattern de�ned in the enclosing RTsynchronizer s; � speci�es thetime interval during which a message of pattern p is expected to be invoked.



� is of the form [d1; d2], where d2 � d1 � 0, denoting the starting and endingtime points.Formally, an ART con�guration is a structured entity representing the sys-tem state at a given time instance. Such time instance is global with respectto the con�guration. An ART system con�guration is de�ned as:De�nition 2 (ART Con�guration)DD �; (� )Timer � h � k & i EEwhere� � is an actor map, which maps a �nite set of actor names to their behavior;� Timer is a special actor whose state (� 2 <+) indicates the current globaltime with respect to the con�guration when the snapshot is taken.� � is a �nite multi-set of messages, yet to be processed;� � is an RTsynchronizer map, which maps a �nite set of RTsynchronizernames to their states;� & is a multi-set of expectation instances on message invocations needed tobe satis�ed.Before we present operational semantics for ART systems, we �rst de�ne agroup of notations and a group of functions based on these notations. Thesede�nitions will simplify further explanations and future formulae.De�nition 3 (Notations)� AN : the set of all possible actor names� AS: the set of all possible actor states, which contains the following infor-mation:{ execution state (unknown, idle or busy){ the values of its state variables{ the current expression it is reducing if in busy state� RN : the set of all possible RTsynchronizer names� RS : the set of all possible RTsynchronizer states, which contains the fol-lowing information:{ the enforcing state (unenforced, idle or validating){ the values of its state variables (including ctime()){ the static constraint expressions



{ the dynamic expectation instances{ the current constraint expression it is validating (i.e. in validatingstate).� �: the set of all possible message patterns� M: the set of all possible messages� D: the set of all possible time intervals� E : the set of all possible expectation instancesDe�nition 4 (Functions)� �, a map which maps actor names to actor states.�: AN ! AS� �, a map which maps RTsynchronizer names to RTsynchronizer states.�: RN ! RS� Sat� , a boolean function which returns T if message m satis�es pattern punder the enclosing RTsynchronizer s.Sat� : M�� �RN ! fT; FgSat�(m; p; s) = � T if the evaluation of pattern matching returns TF if the evaluation of pattern matching returns F� Safe� , a boolean function which returns T if message m is safe for invokingat time � with respect to an expectation instance (s : p � [t; t1]).Safe� : E �M� <�0 ! fT; FgSafe�((s : p � [t; t1]);m; � ) = 8<: F if (�(s) 6= 
) ^ (Sat�(m; p; s) = T) ^((� < t) _ (� > t1))T otherwise� Dlv� , a function which returns T if message is deliverable with respect tothe current expectation instance set.Dlv� : M� 2E �<�0 ! fT; FgDlv�(m; &; � ) =8>>>>>><>>>>>>: T if (8(s : p � [t1; t2]) 2 & (Sat�(m; p; s) = F)) _(9(s : p � [t1; t2]) 2 & ((Sat�(m; p; s) = T) ^(Safe�((s : p � [t1; t2]);m; � ) = T)))F if (9(s : p � [t1; t2]) 2 & (Sat�(m; p; s) = T) ^8(s : p � [t1; t2]) 2 & (((Sat�(m; p; s) = F) _(Safe�((s : p � [t1; t2]);m; � ) = F)))� NewEI� , a function which returns a set of new expectation instances cre-



ated by invoking a message. �NewEI� : M�<�0 ! 2ENewEI�(m; � ) = [s2Dom(�)f(s : p0 � [t1 + �; t2 + � ]) j(Sat�(m; p; s) = T) ^ ((p : p0 [t1; t2]) is in �(s)) g� RemEI, a function which returns a set of expectation instances satis�ableby invoking a message.RemEI: M� 2E �<�0 ! 2ERemEI�(m; &; � ) = fe j (e 2 &) ^ (Safe�(e;m; � ) = T)g� Update, a function which changes the RTsynchronizer to new state.Update: M�<�0 �RN ! RSUpdate�(m; �; s) =8<: newState if 9pSat�(m; p; s); andp is an update pattern in s�(s) otherwiseThe standard operational semantics of ART systems is build on top of thebasic actor semantics [3] with two extensions: (1) there is a special actor Timerwhose state � represents the current time in the system, (2) constraints areimposed on the invocation of messages.In the standard operational semantics for actors there are two kinds oftransitions: execution steps local to an individual actor and those dealingwith message receipt. Execution transitions not a�ect other objects states inthe system, | thereby the RTsynchronizer map (�) and the expectation set(&) remain the same as before and after the transitions. We skip the discussionof these transition rules in this paper �.However, di�erent from its corresponding part in the standard actor seman-tics, the meaning of transition rule <rcv : m> may be 3-fold:� The prerequisite for taking the transition at the current con�guration isthat the message m is deliverable, namely the function Dlv�(m; &; � ) mustevaluate to true.� The same as the standard rcv rule, the receiving actor binds the actualparameters carried in the message to its formal parameters and applies itsbehavior to the message contents, i.e., carry out the underlying computa-tion.� If the message m is captured by a pattern in an RTsynchronizer, the invo-cation of such message may cause:�No need to do the safe testing because the function NewEI is called only when the messageis safe to be delivered at the destination. The same reason applies for RemEI and Updatefunctions�The details of these transition rules can be found in [10]



{ RTsynchronizers state change, formulated as Update�(m; �; �);{ If m is an expected message, invoking it will satisfy an expectationinstance in the system; hence, a satis�ed expectation instance will beremoved from the expectation instance set (RemEI�(m; &; � ));{ the message m may also be a \causal" message, thereby may create newexpectation instances. Hence new expectation instances (NewEI�(m; � ))are added into the expectation set.Because constraints are added into the ART systems, there exists the casethat the system fails to satisfy the required constraints and causes system fail-ure. In addition, time as an independent entity progresses concurrently withthe underlying system activities. Two new transitions are added into ARTsystems to express system failure and time progression. The short version ofART system operational semantics using transition rules are given in Figure 4.The detailed semantics can be found in citeren-phd.<rcv : a; cv>DD�; [R[ready(v)]]a ; (�)Timer m; � h � k & i EE 7!DD�; [app(v ; cv )]a ; (�)Timer �h (s! Update�(m; �; s))s2Dom(�) k & [- feig ]NewEI�(m; � ) iEEif m = <tag : a ( cv>, Dlv�(m; &; � ) = T, andei 2 RemEI�(m; &; � )<progress : d>DD�; (�)Timer � h � k & iEE� 7! DD�; (� + t0)Timer � h � k & iEEt0 = minft1 j 9(s : p � [t1; t2]) 2 &; � � t1g<failure : >DD�; (�)Timer �;m h �; (sb)s k &; s : p � [t1; t2] iEE 7! ?if Sat�(m; p; s) ^ � � t2, where ? is the failure con�guration.Figure 4 ART Systems Transition RulesWe formally de�ne a session con�guration as a structured entity represent-ing the system state at a given time instance similar to an ART con�guration.The time actor in this case gives us a virtual time with respect to the ongoing



session in the system. Formally, a session con�guration is mapped from anART con�guration as:De�nition 5 (SessionCon�guration)DD �; (� )Session � h �s k & i EEwhere� � is an actor map that represents the media-actors in the session� �Session is a session based virtual time, which is a special case of globaltime � and� �s is a mapping from a single QoS synchronizer to its state (S)QoS . TheQoS synchronizer encodes the required QoS constraints.We apply the same mapping to the rest of the RTsynchronizer semantics toobtain the session based QoS Synchronizer semantics.2.2 The Correctness of Session Based SemanticsIn this section, we provide informal reasoning that shows that the RTsyn-chronizer semantics for the QoS speci�cation provides the desired behavior,i.e satis�es the desired time related QoS requirements. We need to show thatthe transition rules described in the previous section implement the speci�edQoS requirements.Consider the example discussed in Figure 2. There are two media streamsboth of which obey: (a) EED constraints (b) Jitter constraints and (c) syn-chronization skew constraints. Constraints in MM systems can be speci�edusing two di�erent formulations:� A : B[t1,t2]: In this representation, delivery of a message satisfying pat-tern A at t0 creates an expectation instance B[t0+t1, t0+t2] indicatingthat a message of pattern B must be delivered in the interval [t0+t1,t0+t2].� true: B[t1,t2]: In this representation, there is always an expectationinstance B[t1,t2] i.e. a message of pattern B that must be delivered in thetime interval [t1, t2]. Speci�cally if t1 and t2 are inf, i.e B[inf, inf],the message delivery is postponed inde�nitely.We use the second format to encode the jitter, EED and synchronizationskew constraints by stating that if, for any message to be processed, deliveringthis message causes the EED, jitter and skew values to be greater than maxEED,



maxJitter or maxSkew respectively, the message is inde�nitely postponed (i.e.logically dropped).In general, the arrival of a message causes the receive transition <rcv : m> tobe triggered. By the transition semantics discussed in Section 2.1, the packetis considered deliverable only when the delivery clause Dlv�s evaluates to true.�s is an encoding of QoS constraints within a media actor, hence jitter andend-to-end delay constraints must be satis�ed before the message is considereddeliverable. i.e. EED and jitter are calculated for the incoming packet. If thevalue of EED is greater than the maxEED value speci�ed in the constraint, orthe jitter value is greater than maxJitter, that message packet is inde�nitelypostponed(i.e dropped).�s also encodes synchronization skew constraints between the two media-actors controlled by the QoS synchronizer. Since both actors share the samenotion of time (�session), synchronization skew is obtained by measuring theinterarrival times of messages to the two actors in the con�guration. Hencethe delivery of a message at one actor can occur only if the correspondingmessage to the other media-actor has also been received within a time periodspeci�ed by the synchronization skew constraint maxSkew. Since this is alsoa clause for the satisfaction of the Dlv�s constraint, inter-actor constraintsmust also be met before the messages are considered deliverable.Compositionality of the session con�gurations described can be achieved bysynchronizing the session virtual times �session of the composing con�gura-tions. Let K1 = DD �1; (� )Session1 �1 h �s1 k &1 i EEand K2 = DD �2; (� )Session2 �2 h �s2 k &2 i EEbe two independent session con�gurations. the composition of these 2 sessionsK1jjK2 is de�ned as: K1jjK2 i� �Session1 = �Session23 CONCLUSIONSWe have proposed a formal speci�cation of timing related QoS attributes in anactor-based distributed system and described some techniques for informallyreasoning about quantitative QoS properties. When two QoS synchronizersoperate on the same media actor, there may be inconsistencies that mustbe resolved. We are developing multisession semantics to reason about thebehavior of an actor based realtime multimedia system. In practice, multiplesystem and application activities will need to occur concurrently, for example,scheduling, monitoring, inter and intra stream synchronization all of whichmay need to satisfy QoS constraints. One implementation of QoS synchro-nizers is through a meta-architecture framework [13]. Meta-architectures can
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